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The Lema Mines 乐马厂 in Ludian District 鲁甸县 

Nanny Kim, draft July 2018 

Records and questions 

According to the records of the provincial mining administration, the mines were opened in 1742 and 

produced silver and copper, with the copper obtained from the lead oxide produced in silver cupellation. The 

location of the mines is described as 80 li south of Ludian 魯甸, west of the Mt. Longtou 龍頭山and near 

the Niulanjiang 牛欄江. The tax quota of 1844 was 6363 liang (滇南矿产图略，卷下，102). The provincial 

gazetteer of 1835 reports a maximum tax revenue of 42,532 liang, presumably reported not long after the 

opening of the mines, and a modest revenue of only 4,674 liang for 1829 (Yunnan tongzhi). 

The mines appear in a few official memorials submitted by provincial governors to the central government, 

with decreasing tax returns reported from the 1780s (Academica Sinica Digital Archive). 

Two well-informed scholar-officials of the late 18th century mention the mines as the most productive silver 

mines in the interior of the empire. Zhao Yi 赵翼 (1727–1814) served in Zhenyuan, the district just across 

the border of Vietnam and the Tong Thinh/Songxing Mines, in a special function in Yunnan during the 

campaign against Burma in 1668-1669, and as treasurer of Guangdong. In notes that probably date ot the 

1770s, he wrote on the sources of monetary silver: 

Yet in Yunnan only the Lema Mines produce several 10,000 liang [roughly several tonnes] each year, 

while all other silver is brought in from abroad. The silver coins used in Guangdong and Fujian all 

arrive on ships from the Southern Ocean through trade with the many barbarians. Then, there are the 

Dashan Mines in Burma, beyond the borders of Yunnan, and the Songxing Mines in Vietnam outside 

the borders of Guangxi, where silver mining flourishes。 

然滇南中惟樂馬廠歲出銀數萬而已，他比自恃外番來。粵、閩二省用銀錢，悉海南諸番載來貿

易者。滇邊外則有緬屬之大山廠，粵西邊外則有安南之宋星廠，銀礦皆極旺。(Zhao Yi 1982, 

515). 

Tan Cui 檀萃 (1725–1801), a less famous contemporary of Zhao Yi who served as local magistrate of Luquan, 

not far south of Ludian, who wrote in a similar vein towards the end of the eighteenth century: 

Those who discuss these matters say that, for supplies of China’s silver currency, the Yunnan mines 

rank first, while the silver coins that reach Guangdong from overseas come second. When the Yunnan 

mines were flourishing, there was Mulong in the exterior and Lema in the interior, annually turning 

out silver beyond count。 

論者以銀幣之濟中國者，首則滇之各厰，次則粤海花銀。滇昔盛時，外有募隆，内有樂馬，嵗

出銀不貲。(Tan Cui 1804, 754). 

Wu Daxun 吴大勲 (dates?), an author of the same period as the two quoted above, specifically described the 

silver produced by these mines:  

The quality of the Lema silver is such that the ingots have dragon lines that rise on the surface; this is the 

best “dragon line silver.” 

乐马厂银质量，质成锭，面有龙纹凸起，是最好的龙纹银。 (滇南闻见录, printed 1782)  

Republican sources identify Lema as the site of the mines of the Zhuti district 朱提縣 that appear in records 

of the Han period (Zhaotong zhigao and Xinzuan Yunnan tongzhi). According to the Republican provincial 

gazetteer, the workings were at the Shoupa Cliff 手扒岩 of Mt. Laojun 老君山. The site is said to have been 

most productive during the Qianlong and Jiaqing periods and abandoned in the Xianfeng and Tongzhi years 

(新纂雲南通志卷六十四, 5b). 

The gazetteer of 1995 records the mines as highly important from 1742 to 1792, detailing: 

Deep [mining galleries] were between several hundred and over 1000 m deep, with many bifurcations 

and vents for air circulation. In the large mines, such as the Guanyin, the Lotus, or the Lion Mines, there 

were “offices” inside, as well as “performance halls.” When the mines flourished, these were 48 large 

furnaces that would be operated through the night, and a dense and busy roads network. All along the 40 

km from [Ludian] city to the mines there were lanterns along the road, and the noise and bustle of traffic 

would never stop.” 

洞深几百米至上千米，里面多有岔洞和配风巷。在观音洞和莲花狮子洞等大矿洞里，还设有办

案的‘官坊’及唱戏的‘闹堂’等。鼎盛时期……冶炼大土炉４８个，炉火通明，道路四通八
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达，纵横数十里。从矿区至厅城相距４０公里，一路檐灯高挂，车水马龙，热闹非凡。 (indirect 

quote from Ludian xianzhi 鲁甸县志). 

Based on the official records, the mines appears very important in the mid-18th century and declining yet still 

from the end of the century up to 1850. The highest reported tax reflects an annual output of about 10 tons 

(at the official tax rate of 15%). Contemporaries as well as in local traditions recorded in modern sources, 

however, present Lema as the leading source of silver in the 18th century.  

Fieldwork Yang Yuda and Nanny Kim, 2011.4.9., supported by the Haolong Corporation 

浩龙集团 

Supported by: Haolong Mining Corporation, Mr. Yu Chaokun 余朝坤, director of the industry and 

trade office of Ludian District, Mr. Peng Tao 彭涛, former general manager of the mines at Babaoshan, 

Mr. Ma 马, assistant county director and Mr. Wang 王, assistant county director 

Main informant: Wan Xingkui 万兴奎 (73 years old), of Babaocun, and Mr. Peng Tao 彭涛, general 

manager of the recently closed Longtoushan branch of the mining corporation 

The driver of the car that we took from Zhaotong to Ludian told us that Ludian used to be tiny, consisting of 

only two long streets. It now has spread over much of the narrow extension of the Zhaotong plateau. The 

Haolong Corporation 昊龙集团 that exploits the Lema Mines is the leading enterprise. Mining and the re-

smelting of old slags used to be the main activities, but the company now has branched out to other activities.  

Mr. Yu Chaokun arranged for contacted the local government of Longtou. Mr. Peng Tao accompanied us to 

the historic mines. Babaoshan 八宝山 village, some 40 km from Ludian towards the Niulanjiang and is 

squeezed on a narrow ledge in the valley running fairly straight SW towards the Niulanjiang, is the main 

village in the historic mining area. We reached Babaoshan after lunch and stopped at the primary school in 

the centre of the village. The school entrance is still flanked by two large stone lions, two other guardian 

animals and a round stone carving. A flight of steps some 7 m wide leads down from the narrow motor road 

to a path along the valley, with two more guardian lions at the bottom. According to local tradition, the mine 

yamen used to be located here. The remains indicate a building of impressive dimensions that probably 

towered over the path that used to be the main road from the Zhaotong Plateau into the mines.  
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The mining area begins 3-5 km further down the valley. The ridge here dips for an opening of a side valley, 

before the mine mountain forms the final ridge that descends to the Niulanjiang over about 10 km. The bottom 

the dip has been excavated by industrial means, possibly because the main slag dumps used to be here. It is 

now an artificial pond that catches mud from ore washing. Several small companies are still working a few 

mines, while the corporation in no longer involved.  

 

 

The mine mountain looks unusual. The roughly triangular shape displays a wide ditch that runs up the 

northern mountain side over a height difference of over 300 m from a dip in the mountain chain to the peak. 

The ditch is flanked by walls that are reddish and appear like a soft conglomerate in the lower parts to change 

to limestone in the upper third, while the ditch appears to be superficially filled with debris. 
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Several small mines are still being worked 

near the bottom of slope. We met Mr. Wan 

Xingkui 万兴奎 (aged 73). His family came 

to the area 11 or 12 generations ago from 

Nanchang in Jiangxi. He was knowledgeable 

about the mines and quite agile. While I went 

to explore the slope, Yuda inteveiwed Mr. 

Wan, who subsequently took us to the only 

surviving temple and an old mining gallery.  

A hasty exploration of the fault zone showed 

this ditch to start off about 100 m wide at the 

bottom and lined by walls to the top of the 

ridge. There were some mining galleries in 

the lower parts of the wall, which mostly 

appeared to be shallow.  

At the height of the ridge, the fault ditch 

narrows and is filled with potato fields, still 

running between limestone. The triangular 

top of the mountain has a rocky face to the 

north, possibly is also appears shaped by the 

fault. 
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Mr. Wan took us to the temple that is located above a small village on the eastern mountain flank a short way 

down the valley below the dip. The temple was rebuilt in the GX period after all eight guild temples had been 

destroyed during the civil wars. Two stele in the temple dated to 1810 and 2001. According to the inscription, 

the first temple was erected in the Jiajing period of the Ming dynasty (1507-1567).  

The mine was near the northern end of the eastern slope and close to the main path, yet would have been hard 

to find without a guide. According to Mr. Wan, it is several hundreds metres deep, hitting the ore seam 300 

m into the mountain. The gallery is 1.7 m high and at least 1.5 m wide.  

Layers of gangue and slags were clearly visible in the fields of the village and in cuts, but the layers did not 

appear thick. Overall amounts appear small. Due to the steep terrain, much debris may have been washed 

down the valley. Another possibility is that the main processing sites used to be in the side valley that has 

been changed by industrial exploitation. Due to time constraints, we were unable to descend further along 

the valley to survey other remains. 
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Summary of the interview with Mr. Wan Xingkui:  

My ancestors came here to work in the mines, in the Qianlong period, 11 or 12 generations ago. They 

came from Nanchang in Jiangxi. I heard from my grandfather that the mines were worked on a great scale 

in the Qing, the Lion and Lotus Mines were the richest, even the dust that the miners brought out in their 

straw sandals was worth money. My grandmother used to wash straw sandals in the entrance of the mine. 

She sold the ore that she washed out and that was her living.  
There is a story that one year on the 7th day of the 10th month there was a great flood, and the the 

Lion and Lotus Mines were washed down. The market at Chaishiba was also destroyed. The grave 

on the company basketball ground belongs to the Fan 范 family, they were very mighty, but got 

sashed down in this flood as well. 

There were what they called the eight great temples, by the people who came from the eight provinces 

to work in the mines. I heard that the mines were originally run by Yizu people, later the Hui and 

Han fought the Yi, and the Yi were driven out. 

I live in a place called Manyingshang 蛮营上, where there are some pottery sherds that are quite fine, 

left by the Yi.  

The graves at Dafenwan 大坟湾 are Yi graves, they burnt their dead and buried them in urns. I found 

a jade pipe mouthpiece there.  

There was the Caishenmiao of Yunnan, the Heishenmiao of Guizhou, the Chuanzhumiao of Sichuan, 

the Chushenmiao of Hunan, the Wanshougong of Jiangxi, and also temples of Anhui and others. 

Hui and Han fought each other, and burnt the eight great temples. In the end the Han fought back 

and defeated the Hui. 

The Hui graves are at Xinfenshan 新坟山, an area of over 20 Mu, the graves were dug up in the 1960s 

but this was reversed in the 1970s and a stele erected. 

The old Hui graves are below the Caishen temple at Laofenshan 老坟山. 

I heard that there used to be two market streets inside the mines. There are two mass graves, where 

peoples without money were buried. Only those with some money could afford graves. 

I worked with the geology team for 4 years. After graduating from primary school I started work in 

1955. I have been inside many old workings; the Dayou Mine 大有洞, the Caigou Mine 才狗洞, The 

Tiancheng Mine 天成洞, the Leishen Mine 雷神洞, the Yuanbao Mine 元宝洞 – that was a very large 

one, the gallery 2 m wide and 2 m high, very straight, the Dayou Mine was also this large – The 

Dayou Mine descended into the mountain, there was a very steep section where there were holes, 

over 30, for wooden beams to hold on. I have also been into the Qinjia Mines 秦家洞 and the Drainage 

gallery 水泄洞. 

The deep mines that I have been to were 300 to 400 m, with innumerable workings to both sides. 

There was an opera stage inside, with room for some 300 seated spectators. 

They used chisels (qianzi 钎子) that were some 30 to 40 cm long. I have seen one, and on that I picked 

up was some 12 to 13 cm long (see photograph). 

The geology estimated the amount of extracted ore at 3 million tons. Ore with a silver content of 100 g/t 

was not worked in the old mining area, but left behind. 

The smelting was as the Yuanbao Mine 元宝洞, the Guanyin Mine 观音洞, at Yanzifang 烟子房 and 

other places. They used large bellows made from camphor trees. There used to be a primary school in the 

Caishen Temple, and there still used to be a bellow, the children used to play hide and seek in it. 

Before and after liberation there still was some smelting. It was called maize-flower silver 包谷花银子. 

The slopes and fields on Laojunshan are all covered in gangue and slags. 

In the Republican Period, a dam was built on the slope to wash down historic gangue that was then washed 

for ore. 

The ore from the top of Laojushan used to have a content of 5000-6000 g/t, up to 7000 g/t. It was a 

greenish sand, very flaky, it could be chiselled off easily. 

There is a wall of ore in a currently worked mine, some 300 tons, with a content of 400 to 400 g/t. 

In the old mines, the workings were only about 1 m high, the men had to work lying down, and the ore 

was carried out in small baskets that were dragged along. In the generations above mine, miners discarded 

ore below 400 g/t, if possible underground, if not at the mine mouth. 

I have not myself seen old furnaces, there was only a wall left of furnaces of the Republican period, with 
a bellow that used to be worked by 6 men. The furnace in front of the wall looked like a stove. 

In 1952 there was only Old Lei 雷 who still knew how to smelt. After his there was nobody left who knew 

the technology. They did not know what to use as fluxes. 
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In the smelting that I saw in 1952 there was a wall, about 40 cm thick, and the bellows were worked 

behind the wall, by six men. The furnace that looked like a stove was made from refractory bricks, roughly 

square and 2 chi across, with a chamber that was open, about 2 chi deep and a bit over 1 chi wide. It was 

loaded with ore and fuel, charcoal at the time. 

There was a pond outside the furnace, built from refractory brick, about 1 chi across and bowl-shaped, 

for the molten lead. The slags were raked off the surface. There was a little channel from this pond, called 

the silver ditch, that led to several little sand moulds about the size of bricks, to collect rich lead. There 

were wooden boards clad in iron sheet to close the moulds when full.  

Five to six men loaded the furnace, not continuously but intermittingly, using flat baskets to load charcoal 

and ore, always first a charge of charcoal, then a charge of ore. 

The ore was broken up to get rid of rock, to about the size of walnuts. It was sorted at the mine mouth, 

with piles for contents of 700-800 g/t and over 1000 g/t. In 1952 they used this sorted ore, with no further 

dressing. 

I believe that the amount of gangue and slags is over 800,000 t. 

Mr. Peng Tao added some information: 

The ore exploited recently had a silver content of only 100 g/t. Gangue and slags count as “surface ore” 

and are estimated at 800,000 tons, with a total metal content of 120 tons. This resource is under exploitation 

at present. 

 

Additional information  

Fieldwork at Xiaozhai 小寨 in Ludian by Nanny Kim, Hans-Joachim Rosner, Rüdiger 

Specht and Stefan Dieball, 22 March 2007  

Upon the suggestion of an informant at Zhaotong, we visited a village by the name to Tongchang (copper 

mine) in a valley about 5 km NNW of Xiaozhai, about 15 km SW of Ludian and the administrative village 

on the route to Lema. We reached two tiny villages named Xia tongchang 下铜厂('Lower copper mine') and 

Shang tongchang 上铜厂('Upper copper mine'), but could not find out anything about historic exploitation.  

A Xiaozhai we were told of a smelting site, with slags, a wall and some graves still on site. An informant 

added that the fields south of the still visible site used to be largely covered in slags, but that these had been 

removed in the 1970s.  

Fieldwork at Baogunao 包谷垴 and Tuanlinbao 团林堡I n Qiaojia 巧家县 by Nanny Kim 

and Liu Peifeng, 12-13 October 2017  

Several place names and sites of copper mining known to the Cultural Relics Office at Qiaojia are located 

relatively closely to the Lema Mines, on the slopes to the south of the Niulanjiang.  

Our driver to Bagunao happened to be from Babaocun 八宝村. She told of a relative who found a stone statue 

in an old mining gallery that was so large that he could not move it. He would have photographs. 

We visited Tongchanggou 铜厂沟, 3 to 4 km SE of Baogunao by walking path. The smelting site had been 
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identified by the Qiaojia Cultural Relics Office. Two informants of Tongchanggou village, Zhu Zhongyun 

朱忠运 (aged 64) and Lü Guangfu 吕光甫 (aged 42), stated that their ancestors had arrived sven and six 

generations ago, when the mines were no longer worked. The slags extended for about 0.5 km along the 

stream and were packed in thicker layes in the side-valley, partly covered by recently built houses. Workings 

were visible in the steep slope above, with their number uncertain, as some of the slope is wooded. Local oral 

tradition records 48 mine mouths, the standard number that expresses a considerable multitude. Mr Lü knew 

of exploitation in 1958. Recent attempts were not successful. 

The visit to Tuanlinbao, probably the site of the former Qilichang 七里厂, was hampered by mist. With the 

support of the local government of Laodian 老店镇, we visited a small smelting site, probably of copper, and 

collected some information on the historic mines.  

Wang Dachao 王大朝 (aged 63), the owner of a drugstore in Tuanlinbao related that his family came from 

Ji’an 吉安 in Jiangxi 6 or 7 generations ago, that that Tuanlinbao consists of 23 villages with a population 

of over 3000, mostly Han Chinese.  

Informant confirmed that old workings existed, but were not keen to take us there. Exploitation reportedly 

was for zinc and lead, with one informant stating that it would have been for silver in the old times. Oral 

tradition clearly identified as a “branch mine” of the Lema Mines and delivering their output to Lema. Place 

names that appear to be connected to historic mining, such as Douya ping 豆芽坪, Miaoping 庙坪, Guanfang 

官房 and Guolu ping 锅炉坪 (or Gulu ping 古炉坪?). 

A site further into the valley is called Niujiaochang, which we could not visit. 

Fieldwork on 14 October found two very extensive zinc smelting sites at Qianchang and to the NE of 

Qianchang. According to local tradition, the ore smelted here came from Sanhe. 
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Results 

The local tradition recorded in the recent temple stele and in Mr. Wan’s oral history that attributes the 

beginnings of the mines as “run by the Yi” date the beginnings of the mine before 1726, and specifically to 

the early to mid-16th century. 

The large mines known by name and consisting of main galleries with many workings reflect a high 

degree of organization and suggest that the period of intensive exploitation was relatively recent. We never 

heard of underground halls and chambers for official, ritual and supply purposes at other mining sites. 

The high estimate of 3 million tons of extracted ore would require a large amount of gangue and slags 

that the 800,000 tons still estimated on site. The high gradients are an obvious explanation for the loss of 

loose material. The estimate of extracted ore nevertheless might be high.  

None of the informants mentioned copper ores or slags. It appears possible that the extraction of copper 

from litharge cakes that is mentioned in the records and that led to the classification as a copper mine was 

performed at another site, or that it was relatively unimportant. 
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The sites in the vicinity of Lema at Xiaozhai, Baogunao and Tuanlinbao, as well as the zinc smelting sites 

at Qianchang document the development of further mines from the mining center at Lema. Copper may have 

been worked in other locations, at least partly, with Lema functioning as the administrative unit.  

 
 


